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editor’s
LETTER

I

JIM RINK

t’s a brand new year with exciting changes for the AWS. Congratulations to our
new president Kristin Kraft and Executive Director David Falchek, who will also
serve as publisher of the Journal. If you have any suggestions regarding the

Journal, please don’t hesitate to reach out to David. Welcome aboard!

In this issue of the Journal, AWS Past President Jane Duralia has found Spanish
treasure near Antiquera, only this treasure is of the liquid variety. Bodega de la
Capuchina is located about 30 miles north of the city of Malaga, on the
Mediterranean coast. The winery is in a former convent dating back to 1623.
It has been called “the house red wine of northern Italy,” according to Roger Morris,
who introduces us to the “third Sangiovese,” also known as Vino Nobile. Although
the name has been associated with the Montepulciano region for centuries, as
recently as 100 years ago, many of the Vino Nobiles bore the “Chianti” label.
Far to the south, Sicily literally gets a kick out of Italy, but also inherits a
passion for fine wine. Eric Miller recently returned from a trip there and has plenty
of information to share in Part 1 of this series. Did you know, for example, that at
different times the island has been Phoenician, Greek, Arabic, Roman, North
African, Turkish, French, Spanish and under the influence of the Mafia?
Wood in wine — it’s a favorite topic among winemakers. Kristine Austin provides
some background and tips on how to take this out of the toolbox. Part 3 in our
crash course on “The Big Six of Grapes” features Chardonnay, courtesy of Michael
Schafer, CSW, and we travel to the far northeastern tip of Spain to learn about the
Empordà Wine Region, courtesy of new contributor Laura Masramon.
As always, we have “21 Wines to Watch” by Ellen Landis, CS, CSW. In this issue,
Ellen features wines from California and France. Bottle prices in this issue’s
collection range from $24 to $130.				
				Stay thirsty,			
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discussion about the use of wood in winemaking

other, perhaps more practical ways to transport and store

is perhaps one of the more amicable conversations

wine, port, etc. Today, the purpose of using wood in

amongst winemakers. Ask a winemaker about his

winemaking is more about the additional flavor profile and

sulfur program and it’s like asking an American

added complexity that wood gives to wine.

about his or her political affiliation, but ask about

his wood program and most likely he will happily divulge

There are many types of wood products but we can divide

the information.

them into two basic categories: vessels and alternatives.

in
WOODWINE
by Kristine Austin

Oak has become a big player in winemaking, but this hasn’t

I created this division because one category allows for slow

always been the case nor does it have to be. Wooden vessels

incorporation of oxygen and the other does not. There is no

were initially brought into use because they were a reliable

definitive answer about which is better, but there can be

way to store and transport alcoholic beverages; they are

a logical reasoning behind which is better for the wine you

strong, durable, reusable and they roll. Today there are many

want or are making. Each serves a purpose and can influence
the wine in particular ways.

Oak Wine Barrels
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FOUDRES AND FLAVOR
A wooden vessel can be quite large (referring to foudres) and
used for fermentation as well as storage. These vessels are
usually permanent installations in a winery and are lovely for
fermenting and/or aging a larger volume of wine. They allow
for the slow incorporation of oxygen without imparting wood
flavors. These larger vessels can have a toast but, like all
wooden vessels, after the second usage they are considered
to be neutral. Clearly not everyone needs a foudre, but the
imagery is a good way to address the surface area to volume
ratio. The larger the vessel, the smaller the surface area to
volume ratio, and the less influence the wood will have on
the wine.
Although flavor profile is important, I believe that temperature
considerations should actually take precedent. For instance,
if you are fermenting in your vessel can you achieve and
maintain the temperatures you need. Also, if you are planning
on going through malolactic fermentation, can you maintain
a warm enough temperature so that it will finish.
Keeping the consideration of temperature in the back of your
mind, we can now concentrate on flavor profile and here we
are only referring to white oak. The variety and precision of
toast that cooperages are able to achieve today is remarkable.
If you know the influences you would like to have in your
wine, cooperages today will work with you and basically give
you an oak recipe.
The flavors imparted by the oak are determined by the
degree of toast. In general, a lighter toast has more oak flavor
and more tannins than a heavier toast. The extractable
phenolics in oak are the non-flavonoid phenols of which the
biggest player is ellagitannin. The purpose of toasting a
barrel is to decompose some of the ellagitannins that are in
the oak and also to release volatile phenols. Ellagitannins
are astringent and will precipitate with proteins. Aging wine
in barrel, dependent on the duration of course, can precipitate

Toasting Wine Barrels

COLOR STABILIZATION
The other great effect from barrel aging is the micro-infusion
of oxygen through the pores of the wood. Oxygen interacts
with the tannins causing them to join and precipitate,
becoming large enough to fall out of solution, often creating a better texture and mouthfeel. Oxygen also plays a role
in the stabilization of color. Oxygen allows the anthocyanins
(the color molecules) to interact with the tannins in a process
called “oxidative coupling” which provides more stable
color compounds. Both American and French oak provide
a slow interaction with oxygen, however American oak
(quercus alba) contains less extractable phenols than French
oak (quercus sessilis). For this reason, we often find that a
varietal with a higher degree of tannins such as Syrah is often
aged in American oak and varietals with fewer natural tannins
such as Pinot Noir are often aged in French Oak.
Both American and French oak have a place in white wine
mak ing. Fer mentation in the bar rel helps to better
incorporate the oak into the wine and also helps to
precipitate any phenolics present that may cause
premature browning.

proteins and contribute to protein stability.
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FRENCH ACACIA

rate will be higher during aging. This should be taken into
consideration in frequency of topping and amount of

There is an increased popularity in using French Acacia barrels

reserve wine.

in white wine making. For those who are not familiar, French
Acacia is not a true Acacia like those found in California. In fact

I am curious about the possibilities for red wines in French

it isn’t Acacia at all; it’s known as false Acacia or Black Locust.

Acacia. I have no experience with this but I’m sure there is

That’s right, French Acacia is Black Locust but we call it French

a varietal in some microclimate that would benefit from it.

Acacia and knowing this generation, French Acacia will be

I look forward to exploring the unknown possibilities for

shortened and referred to as Acacia and it will become even

French Acacia.

more confusing.

Whatever they call it, its pretty awesome for white wines.

This first part of the article has been largely about barrels, but

French Acacia appears to enhance aromatics and structure in

this is, of course, assuming that purchasing oak barrels is in

white wine without the tannins, vanilla or toasty flavors that

your winemaking budget. If new barrels are not in your

one would get from toasted American or French oak. And, like

budget, used and neutral barrels are usually found at a tenth

French and American Oak, one can order varying degrees of

of the value of a new barrel. Just make sure you trust the

toast, but again French Acacia does not seem to impart those

person/winery from which you are buying them. Smell,

often overpowering toasty aromatics. French Acacia does not

sanitize and re-smell those barrels prior to using them.

have a super tight grain like oak and thus the evaporation
8 |
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BARREL ALTERNATIVES

Another consideration when choosing the type of alternative
is how it physically interacts with the wine. Chips are placed

There are alternatives to oak barrels — lots of them — and

in a bag and float at the top of the tank. So the amount of

new ones are popping up all the time. The new alternatives

wine that comes into contact with the chips is limited. When

are not necessarily better, nor are they replacing the old ones.

it comes to coming into contact with the wine, powder is

The new alternatives are just different ways of providing

probably the best option, at least during fermentation, but it

various surface area to volume ratios allowing the winemaker

is not always the easiest to manage. Again, they each have

more control. There are a variety of options for tank additions

their benefits and their headaches.

and all have their benefits and well, annoyances. Your options
here will be based on headache and cost; they all do a

The choice between using wooden vessels or using wood

sufficient job of imparting oak flavors.

alternatives or using wood at all is more than just a personal
preference. It depends on your finances; it depends on your

There are also many options for adding oak to neutral barrels.

available space; it depends on your options for temperature

Spirals, cubes, dominos all fit thru a bung hole and can be

control; it depends on how much time you have to get your

removed and replaced, making cleaning quite easy, as

product on the market; it depends on the varietal and, if you

opposed to the permanent installations in barrels which can

are producing a wine meant to be aged or for immediate

be very difficult to clean.

consumption. All of these practical, logical considerations
should go into your decision making. And, if you consider all

I choose to comment very little concerning the rate of

of that and you can still take into account your own personal

alternatives to volume and about contact time. Each

preference, well done and enjoy that autonomy.

company will provide their own specification sheet
for a suggested amount. I do however highly suggest doing
a trial run. I’m not saying that the information the company
provides is not trustworthy; I’m saying that you can’t expect
the company to know what is best for your wine or have your
same tastes. Plan ahead, do a small trial replicating the

About The Author

environment as best you can and let it age. The next vintage,
you can make a more informed decision. Obviously, it won’t
produce the exact same results as the trial, but I think you’ll
feel better committing to a decision.

Kristine Austin could be considered an overeducated migrant worker. With a degree in
philosophy and a degree in enology she travels the

As previously mentioned, the slow inclusion of oxygen in

world making wine, working for great winemakers,

aging wine helps with color stability, but with oak alternatives

doing the hard work and getting zero credit (but

the slow inclusion of oxygen is only an option if you have
access to a micro-oxygenation set up. As most of us don’t
have access to micro-ox, another option to help with

having very few responsibilities). Kristine can be
reached at kristine.austin@gmail.com

the stabilization of color is to ferment with un-toasted chips/
shavings/powder. The interaction with un-toasted oak can
increase color intensity and color stability — not exactly like
barrel aging, but it does seem to be a viable alternative.
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The BIG

G

of Grapes:

A Crash Course
PART THREE: CHARDONNAY
by Michael Schafer, CSW

rape number three in our crash

France. Two subregions of Burgundy are

delicate, dry, with aromas of citrus and

course is Chardonnay (Shar doh

home to what many experts consider the

mineral qualities. It’s usually unoaked

NAY), the most popular white

finest Chardonnays. The Côte de Beaune

a n d i s a p u r e expression of the

wine grape on the planet. It’s also

(koht duh Bohn) is a very small area but it

Chardonnay grape.

one of the most malleable grapes

produces some of the greatest wines in the

used to make white wine. Chardonnay

world. Mersault (mehr-SO), Puligny-

New World (essentially anywhere but

is grown almost everywhere grapes are

Montrachet (poo-lee-NYEE mohn-rah-SHAY),

Europe) Chardonnays run the gamut from

grown. Just about anyone who drinks wine

and Chassagne-Montrachet (shah-SAHN-

medium-bodied and mellow to rich and

has had a bottle of this. There are some

nyah mohn-rah-SHAY) are vineyard names

voluptuous. California, Australia and Chile

wine drinkers who order “ABC,” anything

commanding some of the highest prices in

are the best-known producers of this

but Chardonnay, because they are “burnt

the world.

ubiquitous wine. Aussie Chardonnays

out” on this extremely popular wine!

usually have tropical fruit aromas of
The other stellar subregion in Burgundy is

pineapple and mango followed by big

Like Sauvignon Blanc, Chardonnay is

Chablis (shah-BLEE). This is definitely not

buttery flavors. Chilean wines are a bit

thought to originate in France, specifically

the jug-wine Chablis found in the value

leaner and reflect their terroir (tehr-WHAR)

from the Burgundy region in northeastern

section of your local market! Chablis is

more than Australian Chardonnays.

Loire Vineyards

10 |
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California Chardonnays — how many ex-

CLASSIFIEDS

amples of these wine have you enjoyed?
Chardonnays from the “Golden State” are
frequently very fruity and full-bodied. In
1976, the Chateau Montelena Napa Valley

ITALIAN WINE TOURS

Chardonnay beat French wines to win the

La Dolce Vita Wine Tours

famous “Judgment of Paris.” This event truly

Sample the best of Barolo, Brunello & more.

put the world on notice 40 years ago that

Small groups (2-14), gourmet dinners, informative

California makes world-class wines.

guides on 17 itineraries in Italy, Rioja & the Douro Valley.

A recent trend in the New World,

Also wine/hiking combos.

particularly California, is to craft less oaky,

888.746.0022
dolcetours.com

lighter, “fresher” wines that are either
fermented and aged in stainless steel or
are aged in oak barrels for only a short
time. This development is a bonus for
consumers because we now have an even
greater variety of Chardonnay styles from
which to choose!

climate. If from warmer environs, pineapple,

shellfish. The “Burgundian style” enhances

mango and banana are usually apparent.

richer, fattier fish, cream-based sauces and

If s/he does decide to leave their signature

soups and full-flavored dishes. What are

in the wine, it will be very noticeable.

your favorite Chardonnay pairings?

referred to as the painter’s “blank canvas”

Aging in oak, whether French or American,

.		

and the writer’s “tabula rasa” or blank slate.

is a primary factor in how the wine is made.

If you cook, think of it as a boneless breast

The length of time the wine spends in

of chicken. Just as a boneless breast of

that oak, the level of barrel-toasting and

chicken is your blank canvas, so too

whether the wine is aged sur-lie all play

Michael Schafer Esq. is a

is Chardonnay for winemakers. How do

important roles in determining what the

sommelier and CSW (Certified

you want to prepare that breast of chicken?

wine will be. Many New World Chardon-

Specialist of Wine) based in Mich-

Poached in court bouillon, sous vide, in a

nays go through malolactic fermentation, a

igan. As an instructor at Baker

Picatta or Marsala sauce, deep fried, grilled

technique that converts malic acid into lac-

College and Dorsey Schools, he

with a chipotle-maple glaze? As you know,

tic acid, softening the wine and imparting

teaches classes about wine, beer

the possibilities are virtually endless.

added color and flavors.

and spirits. He also appears at wine

A BLANK SLATE
The Chardonnay grape is frequently

The same is true of this versatile grape.

About The Author

festivals and events.
Keeping on course with our previous

This is the world’s most adaptable grape.

pairing styling, lighter style Chardonnays

You can reach M ichael at

It can be so very many different wines.

pair

winecounselor.net or at his Twitter

Winemakers love to “play” with this grape.

w h i l e richer, more voluptuous wines

If the winemaker doesn’t manipulate the

complement heavier, luxurious dishes. The

juice much, the wine will frequently smell

“Chablis style” Chardonnay pairs well with

of apples, pears and citrus if from a cool

many vegetarian dishes, poultry, fin fish and

A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

best

with

lighter

foods

account @WineCounselor.
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In the far northeastern tip of Spain, bordering with

The Empordà is an emerging region for both its wines and its

the south of France, there is a natural area formed by

wine tourism. Every year, there is a rise in the number of new

the end of the Pyrenees as they disappear into the

vines planted and old vines recovered, in the number of new

Mediterranean Sea. At this point of the northern Costa

wineries and the number of tourists visiting the area that want

Brava, known as Cap de Creus, the mountains create idyllic

to taste the new wines. However, wine is not the Empordà’s

little creeks with crystalline, turquoise waters. Between the sea

only attraction. It is a dream land, a refuge for Catalans seeking

and the mountains lies the Empordà plain. Three natural parks

inspiration. It is the land of artists like Salvador Dalí, a source

cover much of the area.

of creativity and a place for resting and communing with
nature. Despite attracting a large number of tourists, partic-

Wine has been made in this part of the Mediterranean coast

ularly in summer, this region has managed to preserve the

since winemaking first began. The region has managed to

beauty of its countryside in the face of urban development.

keep one of its greatest treasures hidden. Up until a couple

It has small villages that live on tourism, farming and culture.

of decades ago, the wine was sold for local consumption
and Empordà wines were not known outside the region.
Nowadays all that has changed. A new generation of
oenologists is revolutionizing the vinicultural panorama.

by Laura Masramon

The
Wine Region
The Mediterranean Paradise for Wine Tourism

Greco-Roman Wine Culture
The origin of the word Empordà comes from the Greek village
of Empúries. The archaeological remains of this village have
revealed grape seeds from 2,700 years ago and commercial
letters written on sheets of lead with orders for wine. Wine
amphoras have even been found on board sunken ships with
the cork stoppers and the wine inside them still intact.
The Romans also inhabited these lands and extended the
Empordà wine trade throughout Europe, just as the
emperor Marcus Aurelius Probus (232-282 AD) ordered
when he said: “May the citizens plant vines and become rich.”
Vine growing has always been synonymous with prosperity,

Benedictine Monastery

culture and wealth.
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Monasteries, Vine Terraces
and Stone Wine Cellars
The Greeks and Romans left an indelible mark but their age
came to an end. In the Middle Ages, the monks grew vines on
the slopes of Cap de Creus, in the surroundings of the magnificent Benedictine monastery of Sant Pere de Rodes (9th-19th
centuries). The cultivation of vines on these arid, stony, steep
terrains was hard work but the money that they made from
selling wine enabled them to be self-sufficient.

The Great Wine-Growing Crisis
Gave The Cork Industry a Boost
Just before the famous phylloxera plague crossed the
Pyrenees and began devastating all the vines, Empordà wine
experienced its golden age. The wine was exported to Europe
and the former Spanish colonies in America. The arrival of
phylloxera, in 1879, brought about the most terrible modern
crisis and the villages became impoverished. In place of vines,
olive trees and cork oaks were planted. Costa Brava is currently
one of the most important regions in the world for the
production of corks. One of the most original wine tourism
activities is to see cork being collected. This activity only takes
place in June and July and is available at certain wineries.

The Contemporary
History of Empordà Wine
The Grandparents Preserved the Tradition
In the 1930s, wine-growing began once again. After the crisis,
the peasant farmers were hard-pressed for money and had
to join forces. This was the origin of the local wine and olive
oil cooperatives, some of which are still in operation today
and open to public, such as the Celler Cooperatiu d’Espolla
(1931), Empordàlia (1947) and Cooperativa Agrícola de
Garriguella (1963).

The Parents’ Generation Became
Involved In Tourism
With the arrival of the tourist boom in the 1960s, many farmers
decided to move to the coast and go into tourism. They left
the countryside to create a first-rate tourist destination, the
Costa Brava.
Charming restaurants and hotels were built to attract
visitors. Nowadays Empordà gastronomy is famous all over
the world. Restaurants like El Bulli, run by chef Ferran Adrià,

Costa Brava
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revolutionised modern cuisine for over two decades. Another

of those 2,700 years of history. Some wineries opt for classic

reference in the area is El Celler de Can Roca (designated “Best

fermentations in stainless-steel vats with aging in 225-litre

Restaurant in the World” in 2013 and 2015 by the British

and 300-litre oak casks and finish by leaving the wine to rest

magazine Restaurant. In fact, the province of Girona boasts the

in bottles with natural corks. Other wineries experiment with

highest number of Michelin stars per capita. The best way to

methods of fermentation and aging in amphoras, biodynamic

enjoy Empordà wines is with the local gastronomy.

crops and natural wines.

The Present Generation Builds Upon
Authenticity And Excellence By
Opting For Wine Tourism.

Tramuntana Wines
The DO Empordà is a small area with 2,000 hectares of
vineyards and some 50 wineries. This part of the country is

In the 1990s, a group of young wine experts, the

strongly influenced by a dry wind that comes from the north

grandchildren of those peasant farmers, returned to the

of Europe, the tramuntana, which batters the vines violently

farms. Their grandfathers had preserved very old vines, some

with gusts of up to 120 km per hour. The sea breeze

of which were over a hundred years old. The new generations

however counteracts its effects and hydrates the grapes,

used these vines and their expertise to create unique, authentic

allowing a slower ripening of the fruit and a more

wines. At present their wines are on their way to excellence.

balanced vine.
The Empordà DO has a mosaic of different terrains stretching
in small vineyards between the Mediterranean Sea and the
foothills of the Pyrenees. The soils are predominantly granite
and slate, sand and silt. Some vineyards cling to terraces of
schists and slate. Others grow on clay, pebbles and gravel.
There are vineyards facing north, south, east and west. There
are vineyards by the sea, on the Empordà plain or lining the
hillsides. In addition to this infinite number of terrains there
are a large variety of grapes. The most dominant are White
Grenache, Grey Grenache, Red Grenache, and Red Carignan,
as well as the recently discovered but clearly very old White
Carignan variety.
The predominant red wines have a bright color with aromas
of ripe fruit; in the mouth they are full-bodied, with round, rich

T h e

tannins thanks to being aged in barrels. The whites can be

young

light, fresh and per fumed when made with Macabeo

oenologists

or Muscat of Alexandria. They can also be unctuous and

seek to revive the

warm when made with White and Grey Grenache and

regional varieties to the point of

fermented in barrels.

mastering them and understanding them
in depth. Thus they obtain wines that express
the terroir of the Empordà. They are modern
wines but at the same time they speak to us
14 |
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Garnatxa de l’Empordà,
An Uncut Diamond
One of the jewels of Mediterranean culture,

• A tour of Costa Brava may include a

which has so far been preser ved, is the

visit to the Greek and Roman ruins of

traditional Garnatxa de l’Empordà, a natural sweet

Empúries, an archaeological site more

wine aged by the solera system (that is, in barrels
that are never completely emptied, in which successive

than 2,000 years old, with remains
of trade.

grape vintages are blended). These wines are exposed to years
of oxidative aging, yet still retain the acidity and sweetness of
the grape. They are exquisite wines, with highly concentrated
aromas of candied fruits like vine peaches and dried apricots,
nuts like almonds and walnuts, roasted aromas like coffee and
reductive aromas like honey. In the area there are wine
cellars with very old aging barrels, with the oldest ones

• The old 17th-century wine cellar at the monastery of
Sant Pere de Rodes can still be visited today.
• Twenty-seven of these wineries make up the DO Empordà
Wine Route and, together with other companies, offer
different wine tourism experiences.
www.rutadelvidoemporda.org

dating back to 1860.
• The Empordà DO regulatory council was officially
recognized in 1975. www.doemporda.cat

About The Author
Laura Masramon is the Empordà Personal Sommelier and member of the DO Empordà Wine Route.
She is also co-director of the wine branding seminars Marca Vi and Vivid Enoconference.
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he thirst for Sicily grabbed me

If you were drinking European wine in the

site for thousands of years. Based on our

by the throat and shook me

1970s through the ‘90s you might say you

StrEat Food Tour of Palermo, the wines we

after reading Robert Camuto’s

have been drinking Sicilian wine a long

tasted and our experiences in Salinunte

Palmento: A Sicilian Wine Odyssey.

time. This incredible bread basket has a

and on Mt. Etna, if I had an army, I too

His humor, the characters he met

proclivity to produce high alcohol plonk

would invade Sicily.

and the wine he tasted, invested

exported to bolster wines in unspoken

in me an unquenchable curiosity to better

blends. When a farmer made the most

Word of warning: In a clever move to

know it. Except for its passionate food

money selling by the kilo or litre, quality

confuse future invaders, most road signs

culture and endless list of grape varieties

was not a concern.

are now invisible.

T

Sicily
by Eric Miller

Part 1: A Primer

I have never heard

Not so today. Fact is, out of almost a

Fortunately some navigation

of it. It is like no

hundred wines tasted, I did find two

systems come online in

other part of It-

miserable whites and two miserable reds,

some parts of the island.

aly or Europe. It

two homemade and two from a co-op-

Unfortunately, the roads

erative, but the proof of radical change is

identified by those

as close as your own neighborhood

navigation systems

wine shop.

rarely are the same

is

completely

unique

when

you think that

name as whatever conquering culture

for centuries at a
time it has been Phoenician, Greek, Ara-

Sicily is the largest island (about 10,000

bic, Roman, North African, Turkish, French,

square miles) in the Mediterranean Sea

Spanish and under the influence of the Ma-

with a necklace of smaller delicious islands.

fia. Its resulting mix of cultures presents a

It is now home to about 5 million people.

unique and delicious culinary architecture

Strategically positioned between Greece,

Generalizing and dividing Sicily into four

that makes you weep for its beauty – and

North Africa and Europe, its benign climate,

viticultural quadrants, the Northwest (say

irreverent trash dispersal.

geography, soils, navigable shores and

Palermo and Enna) is hot and dry. It has

natural building materials have made it a

distinct patches of sand and clay with the

contested food source and construction

higher elevations enjoying cool night
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Tenuta delle Terre Nere Marco de Grazia

temperatures. Southwest is a bit hotter

Pantelleria may be the best known of

my focus was on its unique indigenous

and dry with limestone underlying sand

Sicily’s many islands because it grows

grapes (like Grillo, Zibibbo, Perricone and

and light clay. Its elevations drop to flat

Muscat grapes for the superbly sweet

Nerello Mascalese).

sloping vineyards virtually meeting the

Moscato di Pantelleria and Passito di

sea, particularly near Marsala. This may be

Pantelleria wines. Known for their

the largest vineyard area. The Northeast

sea-cooled climates, drying winds and

is dominated by 450 square miles of lava

calcareous soils, the only competition

Like other first rate wine regions, Sicily has

belched from deep within the earth by the

these vineyards seem to have is the growth

drawn the attention of large adventurous

currently active volcano, Mt. Etna. It is not

of super cool wine resorts.

wine companies like Planeta and Cusumano that produce a range of wines. It

as dr y as the rest of the island and
viticulture ends where it is too cool at 3,000

BOLD EXPERIMENTATION

THE WINES OF SICILY

has also attracted extremely sophisticated
masters of the art of winegrowing, fearless

feet. Further north, snow is not uncommon
and there are more fertile soils laced with

There are 23 DOC wine zones in Sicily and

(almost completely hands-off ) “natural”

limestone and marble. The Southeast is

as of now only one DOCG designated wine,

winemakers, and ranging points of view I

sand, clay and iron on limestone, hot and

a regulated blend of Frappato (think fraise

have yet to categorize. Some wineries are

dry. This large vineyard area shares the

de bois and lightning) and Nero d’Avola

working with universities to identify and

roads with encroaching mini-forests of

(think super ripe black raspberry and a

clone their own indigenous strains of yeast.

hammer) called Cerasuolo de

Others use commercial strains. Some take

Vittoria Classico. That’s in the

their chances letting each year’s native cul-

Southeast around Vittoria. Just

tures work their magic on the fermenting

north of that, in volcano

grapes. The use of stainless steel refrigerat-

country, Etna Rosso is its own

ed tanks is SOP as are oak containers from

DOC blend of Nerello Mascalese

200 to several thousand litres.

Mt Etna Mushroom Hunters

and Nerello Cappuccio (AKA
Nerello Mantellato). Sicily has

A few forward-thinking throw-backs are

also developed a following for

experimenting with various sources and

cactus and groves of lemons, limes,

its first rate renditions of international

size amphora. Some amphora are buried;

oranges, pistachios and almonds.

varieties (Like Chardonnay, Syrah and

some stand open in the cellar looking like

Signature foods woven into so many

Cabernet). The only place I didn’t taste them

ancient and fine pottery among modern

delicious food preparations.

was around Etna. But for this trip most of

winemaking paraphernalia. Like many
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modern wine regions, in Sicily big old

Dry, pale straw, some fruit, light to

Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Syrah, Petit

square concrete tanks have been broken

medium body and acidity : Grillo,

Verdot, Cabernet Franc, Pinot Noir.

up and removed and are being replaced

Chardonnay, Inzolia (AKA Insolia), Viognier.
These comments do no justice to the broad

with big new square concrete tanks of
often the same design – the reasons being

Sweet, gold color light to medium body,

range of effects, from subtle to Twenty One

that concrete is neutral, it doesn’t affect the

often with perfume of flowers and exotic

Guns, Sicily has on its adopted and native

taste of local terroir, it doesn’t change

tangerine, fresh acidity:

varieties. So join me in the next installment

temperature quickly therefore reducing

Moscato Alexandria), Grillo.

Zibbibo (AKA

few flagship wineries.

spikes in yeast activity, it is strong and
durable and it allows enough oxygen

Reds:

exchange to soften and ripen a wine.

Medium body, refreshing
acidity, dry with pronounced

FINALLY, THE WINES

ripe strawberry: Frappato.

Climate, vintage conditions and winemak-

Light to medium body with

ing magic obviously have a pro-

slight herb, almonds, earth,

found effect on varieties grown

good acidity, occasional

in Sicily, but here are some very

“green” feeling tannins:

general characteristics of the

Perricone,

wines I tasted.

Nerello Mascalese, Nerello

Pignatello,

Cappuccio (AKA Nerello
Mantellato), Nocera.

Whites:

on Sicily which drinks a little deeper of a

Dry, pale straw color, melon,
cotton candy, slightly

Medium to full body,

astringent, bright acidity,

moderate acidity, ripe

with mineral aspects: Grillo,

dark fruit, spicy: Nero d’Avola.

Catarratto, Malvasia.
Medium body, ripe red or dark fruit, often

About The Author
Eric Miller has been an east coast
American winemaker for more
than 40 years, first at his family’s
Benmarl Vineyards in New York
State and then at Chaddsford
Winery in Pennsylvania, which he
founded and co-owned from 1982
through 2012. He has spent all of
his adult life growing, conceiving
and producing wines, learning and
teaching about wine, traveling to
wine regions around the world,
and, most importantly, tasting and
drinking wine. Eric and Lee Miller are
past recipients of the AWS Award
of Merit. He can be reached at
info@ericmillerwine.com

slight dry/astringent, occasional herbal:
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S

angiovese varietals can be thought of as the house red

Vino Nobile di Montepulciano also has the name that

wine of northern Italy, especially in the regions of

many people find difficult to remember, pronounce or

Tuscany and neighboring Emilia-Romagna. Sangiovese

understand.

is the basis for everyday rossos as well as the three

great collectible wines of Tuscany – Chianti (especially
Chianti Classico), Brunello di Montalcino and the Vino Nobile

In short, Vino Nobile – pronounced “VEE-no NOH-buh-luh” by
most of the natives – is the kind of wine that is fun to explore
and get to know.

di Montepulciano.
Of this trinity, Chianti is best-known, its name recognizable by
people who don’t even drink wine. Brunello, the young upstart,
is perhaps, bottle-for-bottle, the best wine in terms of its ability
to age and the prices that it fetches. Indeed, it is so well regarded that its producers from time to time create wine scandals by making something else while still calling it Brunello.

August is a great time to be a visitor to Montepulciano. Rather
than being over-crowded, tourists actually contribute an extra
liveliness to the local scene, especially in the restaurants.
Winemakers – those who haven’t run away on vacation – have
time to chat as they wait for grapes to ripen. Plus the local
harvest festival – Bravio delle Botti – presents an array of food,
pageantry and wine activities in the ancient hillside town.

Of course, Vino Nobile producers
make some wonderful wines,
wines that are great to drink now
as well as years later. But it is also
the wine that ’s the most
difficult of the three Sangioveses
to profile as having a distinct
taste or style, somewhat akin to
the child whose mother throws
her hands into the air because
she doesn’t know what he will do
AWS Nicolo De Ferrari
of Boscarelli

next – but breaking into a broad,
proud smile at the same time.

A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

For those who don’t have a map that readily unfolds in their
heads, Chianti is a region whose multiple towns are primarily
located between Florence to the north and Siena to the south
and slightly east. Montalcino and Montepulciano are two
towns, both located south of Florence and which are at the
centers of their DOCGs. Montalcino is smaller and about due
south of Siena, while Montepulciano is east of Montalcino, near
the border with Umbria and not far from Lago Trasimeno and
the smaller Lago di Montepulciano.
Although the name Vino Nobile has been associated with the
Montepulciano region for centuries, as recently as 100 years
ago, many of the Montepulciano reds bore the “Chianti” label,
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Andrea Lonardi of Trerose

and today they remain techni-

Montepulciano also has different geographic zones, one for

cally a part of the Chianti Colli

each point of the compass. The eastern sector, in fact, is

Senesi subzone. That practice

separated from the others across a valley floor.

began to change when Vino
Nobile de Montepulciano
received its DOC status 50
years ago in 1966, which was
considered to be a more prestigious level than being a secondary Chianti. It was elevated to DOCG in 1980. There are currently 230 grower-members of the Vino Nobile consorzio, and 67 of
the total of 89 local bottlers are members. The consorzio also
represents the region’s second wine, Rosso di Montepulciano.
According to regulations, Sangiovese grapes – locally called
Prugnolo Gentile – must make up at least 60–80 percent of
the wine. Canaiolo can provide between 10 to 20 per cent of
the blend, and other local varieties can make up the balance.
The wines must be produced on the many hillsides around the
town with a minimum elevation required. Basic Vino Nobile
must age at least one year in oak barrels and two years total.
Riservas are required another year.

“The soil here is salted clay,” says Andrea Lonardi, who directs
the Trerose estate, which was purchased four year ago by
Bertani Domaines, one of a handful of large outside producers
who have located in Montepulciano. Trerose has 57 acres of
grapes spread across an amphitheater formed by five low hills.
“We have less rain here than elsewhere in Tuscany,” Lonardi says,
“and the grapes ripen later, which is a good thing.”
Another large producer, Antinori, has an estate, La Braccesca,
that straddles eastern Montepulciano and the Cortona appellations. Although Sangiovese is grown here for the estate’s Vino
Nobile, plantings of Syrah has been increasingly popular. “Syrah
is the best grape for here,” says winemaker Lorenzo Dongarrà,
“because the limestone and clay is not as healthy for Sangiovese.
Plus the lake is just three kilometers away, and we get a lot of
wind, which Syrah loves, during the night.” At Boscarelli, in the
southern sector, Nicolo De Ferarri says the soils are all
alluvial – mainly red, iron-rich earth with sand and stones.

Montepulciano is the most southern and eastern of the
Sangiovese big three, and, not surprisingly, it has different soils
and climate. As well as having different soil zones,

As elsewhere in Europe, most grape growers in the region are
continuing to move further and further into “green” agriculture,
whether they want to call in sustainability or “bio.” Federico

Vineyards of La Braccesca
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Carletti, owner and winemaker at Poliziano in the northern

For example, Poliziano’s Nobile is rich and granular with

sector, a showplace estate, farms 125 acres of vines in

smooth, dry tannins. Those of Trerosa have a “sweet spot” in the

Montepulciano as well as large acreage in the coastal Maremma

middle before closing on typical Sangiovese raspiness, while

zone and a smaller plot in Cortona to the east. Carletti has

the La Braccesca Vino Nobile are even fruitier/sweeter still with

gradually converted his vineyards to organic fertilizers instead

hints of balsamic. Boscarelli’s Nobile is tart and lean,

of chemical ones. “I can’t say the wine is ‘more good’ because of

easily mistakable for a Chianto Classico. If forced to generalize

it,” he says in his tasting room, “but the soil is more good!”

taste as a group, it might be that that Vino Nobile is often moreelegant and less tannic than Brunellos and not as lean as raspy

Salchetto, another well-known Vino Nobile in the shadow of

as a typical Chianti Classico.

the town itself, has a marvelous winery that probably uses less
water and less energy per bottle produced than any other

The same holds true with the differing tastes and production
methods of Rosso di Montalcino. Some producers have certain
vineyards or blocks designated for Rosso, while others do not.
“We have the intention of making Vino Nobile from all of our
vineyards,” De Ferrari says, “so Rosso to us is just declassified
Vino Nobile.”
Practically everyone agrees that agritourism in Montepulciano

Salcheto Winehouse (Montepulciano, Italy)

is big and growing. Poliziano, for example, says 10,000 visitors
annually come through its modern tasting room. Some winer-

winery in Montepulciano, perhaps even within Italy. Lunadora,
just purchased by the Schenk group, which has wineries
throughout Europe, plans to start experiments with bio
production, beginning with a single-acre plot.
Although different growers have different density and trellising
practices, Lonardi, who sees Trerose as a sort of laboratory to
do continuing vineyard and winemaking research, says that he
doesn’t think the high-density planting and low-vigor practices
are the best methods for Tuscany. “Our biggest problem is try-

ies offer lodging and spa facilities, as does Trerose, while others,
such as Salchetto, have restaurant facilities.
For the present, Vino Nobile remains somewhat of a bargain
among well-respected red wines, with many being available in
the $25 to $40 range.
And Poliziano’s Carletti provides an added incentive for constantly buying and tasting his wines. “I bottle several times
during the year,” he explains, laughing, “so the wine is not exactly the same in every bottle.”

ing to get even ripening throughout the vineyards,” he says,
“plus the pH is generally higher than we would like.” He also
thinks the region should return to using rootstock that needs

About The Author

less water, a concession to the consequences of global warming.
Roger Morris is a Pennsylvania-based writer who
For better or worse, there is no one way to make wine in

contributes article to several publications, including

Montepulciano, with winemakers agreeing only on the

Wine Enthusiast, Town & Country, The Drinks Business,

Sangiovese grape as the place they start. Visit a few wineries,

Beverage Media and TheDailyMeal.com. Roger can be

and a visitor will find different philosophies of extraction,

reached at londonbritain@msn.com.

fermentation, the use of malolactic and governo and the types
of barrels used.
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A

A

Spanish
Treasure

lthough there are many well-

As our GPS guided us to turn off the main

Garcia

Segura

known wine producing regions

road onto a dirt road, we wondered what

family

for

in Spain, the opportunity to visit

we had gotten ourselves into; there were

years — primari-

a boutique winery in the region

no signs to identify the road nor the winery;

ly olive groves.

of Andalucía turned out to be a delightfully

where were we headed? A short distance

interesting experience. Bodega de la

down the road we spotted an elderly man

The Bodega de la

Capuchina is located about 30 miles north

slowly walking toward the main road.

Capuchina

of the city of Malaga, on the Mediterranean

Using our broken Spanish we confirmed

started in 2000. Besides growing grapes,

coast, in the appellations of origin Madrid

that we would reach the winery soon. The

one million kilos of olives are raised and

and Sierras de Malaga.

road led to what has been a farm of the

sold to make that wonderful product, Span-

35

was

ish olive oil. Of the 290 hectares owned by
the family, 20 hec tares are de voted
to grape production and 150 hectares
are devoted to olive trees. Approaching the
Bodega, we were greeted by several barking dogs heralding our arrival to Susana
Garcia Segura, the lady of the Bodega who
wears many hats – winery manager, wife,
mother, tasting room chief; she has trained
herself to meet any challenge. She and
her husband, Emilio, are doctors in Biology.
She has had 17 years of experience working

Closeup of the Winery
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in the Ministry of Agriculture and has a

Then work began on restoring the olive

master’s degree in Enology and Viticulture.

groves prior to starting the winery. Olive
varieties grown on the property are

The winery is in a former convent dating

Hojiblanco, Lechin and Arbequina.

back to 1623 which belonged to the
Capuchin monks. Indications that the area

The grapes grown on the property are

was inhabited prior to that time come from

quite interesting — a combination of

Roman ruins found nearby, Roman relics

grapes common to Spain along with those In this climate, the vines are irrigated with

Near

common to France:

fertilizer added to the irrigation water as
needed. Temperatures in the summer can

Antiquera

reach 113 °F while winter temperatures
range somewhere between 45 to 57 °F.

by Jane Duralia

found on the property and a permanent

source of water that is located in the center

• White – Pedro Ximénez, Doradilla
and Muscat of Alexandria.

of the farm. In fact, the logo on the barrel
heads and bottles is a copy of a prehistoric

Due to the climate conditions, the vines are

trellised close to the ground and picking is
done by hand. Limestone in the soil has a

• Red – Syrah, Cabernet Franc,

definite impac t on how the grapes

painting from a nearby cave. After a

Petit Verdot, Cabernet Sauvignon

develop and influences the flavors

considerable amount of renovation and

and Merlot.

produced. Select bunches are chosen at

remodeling, the convent became livable.

harvest; the remainder are dropped.
Harvest generally occurs between August
15-30 with such a short window for
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years, barrels are sent out for recondition-

In Spain, wine tasting is done slightly

ing, which gives them a total lifespan of

differently than in the US. We were

six years. They also employ a traditional

presented with what could be considered

solera process using partially dried grapes

an appetizer plate with olives, almonds,

to produce a dessert wine. The solera

cheese, cured sausage and bread sticks.

process takes five years to produce the

This was just the prelude of what would

final product. Jancis Robinson, the famed

follow. Their wines are marketed under the

wine writer, has visited the Bodega and

label Capuchina Vieja and are distributed in

proclaimed that this wine is an excellent

the U.S. First we sampled the Capuchina

example of using the solera process to

Vieja White Wine, a 2014 Moscato de

produce an excellent wine.

Alejandria, which is fermented dry. It
exhibited aromas of tropical fruit with a
touch of herbaceousness. While on the

harvest, grape picking becomes an intense

palate it was fruity, with good balance to

event. The first wines to come on the

give a long beautiful citrus finish.

market were in 2005.
Next came Capuchina Vieja Red Wine, a
The winery is a remodeled former stable

blend of Cabernet Franc, Syrah, Merlot and

and aviary of a centuries-old farmhouse.

Cabernet Sauvignon. The 2008 vintage

Although the buildings are old, modern

delivered dark cherry and plum aromas,

winemaking techniques are used. The

followed on the palate by a blend of dark

planned production is 30,000 liters (7926

fruits with a smooth finish. Then we tasted

gal), however, current production is 25,000

the 2010 vintage of Capuchina Vieja Red

liters (6605 gal). French and American oak

Wine, a blend of Syrah, Cabernet Franc,

are used in the barrels; both new and used

Petit Verdot and Cabernet Sauvignon. The

barrels are used for aging. White grapes

aroma of ripe fruit with a touch of tobacco

produce sweet wine resulting in various

was followed by a cherry berry mix and soft

degrees of sweetness on the palate.

tannins that lingered to give a delightfully
pleasant, lingering finish. We completed

Stainless steel is used in the early part of the

the tasting with the 2010 vintage of

winemaking process for settling and clari-

Capuchina Vieja SOL, crafted from

fication. To allow the red wines to exhibit

Moscato de Alejandria with a special twist.

their natural qualities, filtration is not used.

The grapes are dehydrated by the late
summer sun to increase the sugar content,

Barrel aging consists of 10 months in new
oak or 12 months in used barrels. After four
24 |
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which is a traditional Malaga process that

We found the Spanish people to be quite

Note: Special thanks to Paul Wagner and

results in a delicious, naturally sweet wine

friendly and very hospitable. Susana was

Oriel Guevara for helping us find this

similar to what is called late harvest in

the epitome of gracious hospitality;

Spanish Treasure.

the U.S.

spending three hours enthusiastically
sharing her knowledge, wine experiences

About The Author

As a final surprise for our visit, Susana

and the warmth of her home with two

treated us to barrel samples of wine made

absolute strangers. According to Susana,

from Doradilla grapes and processed

“she instilled her love and passion for

ident (2012-2014). She is an AWS

through the solera method. They have four

Bodega de la Capuchina in her children,

certified judge, an avid gourmet

barrels representing the first four stages of

Guillermo and Isabel, who help in the

chef, loves food and wine pairing

aging. The fifth barrel would be filled after

vineyard.” Because of her philosophy of life,

and entertaining friends on the

we were gone. This wine resembled the

her “love of the countryside, the vineyards,

lake. Duralia grew up in Charlotte

flavor of a good ice wine: full bodied, well

the rural life, feeling the passage of time

balanced and incredibly soft on the palate

and seasons, taking care of things around

which merits the accolade given by

us, being ‘our own bosses’ and above all

Jancis Robinson.

enjoying what we do,” we felt at home

Jane Duralia is a former AWS pres-

(which has dramatically grown and
changed in the last 30 years) and
she loves to share her passion for
life and AWS. You can reach Jane at
jane.duralia@gmail.com.

rather than in a foreign land.
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hether it’s the sparkling or still variety, rosé wine

and tarts because she feels the different variations of rosés add

provides a wealth of options when it comes to

explosive flavor and also subtlety to certain desserts.

pairing with meals. The sparkling rosé variety
conjures up flavors of strawberries, cherries and

“I’ve used sparkling rosé in strawberry and peach pies and the

peaches with a citrus aftertaste and a hint of sweetness.

still version in a grapefruit crisp and I think it helped take the

Although it can be too candy-like for some people, many

desserts to another level,” she said. “I know that a lot of profes-

dessert recipes are enhanced by sparkling rosé wine. I find it

sionals and regular people are afraid to cook with it because

Cooking

goes well with dishes that already have a sweet component to

they imagine the flavor isn’t as dominant as it is with other

them, such as pineapple or pears.

wines. You can’t just go by how it tastes when you drink it alone

It also can be dry, acidic and refreshing, like a good champagne,

and I think that is what a lot of people do. You can’t look at it

and also makes for a good ingredient in foods such as risottos,

the same way as you look at a Riesling or a Merlot, or even an

sauces, stews and steaks. Many look at rosé wines as the perfect

ice wine.”

ingredient to intensify the flavors

Fruity Pork Skewers

of certain fish, such as trout, walleye, whitefish and catfish.
The still rosé version can vacillate
from being sweet and crisp; evoking visions of beach picnics, and
can go well in pork, chicken and
dessert dishes. It can also come
in a dry and citrus version, with
overtones of grapefruit and lime
for those who prefer a drier white
wine.
Chef Sarah Bullock worked at several restaurants in Jackson

Bullock provided me with a couple of dishes that she’s found

Hole, Wyoming and Vermont before becoming a personal

were popular with rosé wine consumers, those who prefer the

pastry chef in Chicago. She said she often incorporates rosé

subtle way the wine complements certain ingredients.

wine into many of her fruit-based dessert dishes such as pies
26 |
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Fruity Pork Skewers
One cup of pineapple, diced
One-half a cup of pineapple juice
One cup of dry rosé wine
Two tablespoons hoisin sauce
One small pork tenderloin
One small red onion, cut into large dices

with Rosé
One cut Serrano pepper

Two cloves of minced garlic
One medium orange

by Kevin Harmon

Marinate pork with half of the rosé wine, the sliced orange

Spicy Trout With Lemon Vinaigrette

segments and half of the pineapple juice and the garlic for

Four trout fillets

three hours; thread small chunks of the pork tenderloin,

Flour

onion, pepper and pineapples on water-soaked bamboo

Salt and pepper

skewers, brush with hoisin sauce and grill the meat until

One cup of rosé wine

cooked through. While meat is resting, pour the remainder of

One lemon

the wine and pineapple juice mixture over the meat.

One habanero pepper, sliced
One shallot
One-half a cup of olive oil
One-fourth a cup of lemon juice
2 tablespoons of Dijon mustard
1 tablespoon of honey
Marinate the trout in half a cup of the
rosé wine for about 10 minutes, much
longer and it will start cooking the fish.
Remove trout and let rest for a minute,
then add oil to sauté pan and coat with
a dusting of flour and salt and pepper
Spicy Trout with Lemon Vinaigrette
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medium heat. Meanwhile, blend the chopped shallot, habane-

Marinate chicken, one cup of the wine, pepper and onions with

ro pepper with the seeds, a little of the oil, the lemon juice,

some of the oil for four hours. Then dust the chicken breasts

mustard, honey and the other half a cup of rosé wine in a food

with flour and salt and pepper and put in pan with oil and pan

processor, then pour over cooked fish. This dish can be served

sauté until done. In a bowl, combine the grapefruit, the

with brown rice or a high-water content veggie like grilled zuc-

other cup of wine, and avocados, a little bit of the oil, onion,

chini.

and nuts, stir and pour over cooked chicken resting on a bed
of arugula greens.

Chicken and Pink Grapefruit Salad

Chicken and Pink Grapefruit Salad

Four chicken breasts
One cup of canola oil

About The Author

Two cups of rosé wine
Three sliced jalapeno pepper
Salt and pepper

Kevin Harmon is a Chicago-based health and fitness

One small yellow onion

writer, certified personal trainer, and personal chef. He

Flouring for dusting chicken

can be reached at amazon133@yahoo.com.

Two pink grapefruits
Two chopped avocados
One-half a cup of chopped, toasted hazelnuts
Four cups of arugula
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21 Wines to Watch
Far Niente | 2015 Chardonnay | Napa Valley, California
Tropical fruit aromas are fully engaging with this classic Napa Valley Chardonnay. Precise in
balance, as focused flavors of melon, pear, accents of lemon verbena, and an undercurrent
of minerality flow seamlessly across the palate. French oak aging contributes underlying
oak spice nuances. This taut and youthful wine is approachable now, and structured to age
gracefully for years.

Ellen Landis, CS, CSW

Maison G.H. Mumm | 2002 Millésimé Cuvée R. Lalou Prestige Brut
Champagne, France
Seductive and complex, this Champagne displays a fabulous yeasty aroma. The entry is
reminiscent of creamy homemade divinity. Stimulating the palate are layers of roasted pecans,
pear skin, minerality, dried apricot, vanilla bean, a dollop of honey and citrus highlights. Vibrant
and mouthwatering, with a lively pinpoint bead leading to a long, breathtaking finish.

Food pairing: Seared diver scallops | SRP: $67 | www.farniente.com

Food pairing: Crab soufflé | SRP: $115 | www.mumm.com

Reustle Prayer Rock Vineyards | 2014 Estate Gruner Veltliner
Umpqua Valley, Oregon

McCay Cellars | 2014 The Estate Vineyard Lodi Native Zinfandel
Mokelumne River, Lodi, California

Mouthwateringly delicious with spot on varietal characteristics, this Gruner reveals
exacting balance and plenty of verve. Bright aromas and flavors of crisp green apple,
citrus blossom, exotic tropical fruit, white pepper, lemon verbena, a suggestion of licorice
drops, and a clear-cut thread of minerality will charm the socks off you!

This smartly crafted Zin (from their vineyard planted over 100 years ago in 1915) showcases
pure and elegant fruit with a racy edge. Opening with floral notes, wild berries, earthiness and
a hint of spice on the nose, it bursts onto the palate like a display of fireworks lighting up the sky.
Precise balance and a subtle underpinning of oak lead to an everlasting finish.

Food pairing: Fresh crab puffs | SRP: $24 | www.reustlevineyards.com

Food pairing: Mint pesto lamb chops | SRP: $35 | www.mccaycellars.com

Selene Wines | 2007 Chesler Red Wine | Napa Valley, California

Champagne Canard-Duchêne | 2009 Brut Millésimé | Champagne, France

This sophisticated blend of 52% Cabernet Franc and 48% Merlot will have you craving
more Cab Franc/CF blends, wow. Intensely flavored with layers of blueberry, wild berry,
black cherry, graphite, savory spice, mocha, vanilla bean, and hints of toast from French
oak aging. Pure, elegant and finely chiseled with polished tannins, and an aftertaste that
lingers memorably.

Alluring up front with perfumed aromas of brioche and candied fruit. Crisp apple, dried
pineapple, and quince paste intertwine with honeyed hazelnuts, lemongrass, savory spice,
yeasty notes and minerality on the palate. Irresistible with its beautiful balance, nice weight
and velvety textural qualities, and the steady stream of tiny bubbles is everlasting.

Food pairing: Braised short ribs in red wine | SRP: $40 | www.selenewines.com

Food pairing: Corn blinis with smoked salmon | SRP: $50 | www.canard-duchene.fr

Selby Winery | 2014 Calegari Vineyard Pinot Noir | Russian River Valley, California

Champagne Cattier | Multi Vintage Clos du Moulin Brut Premier Cru
Champagne, France

The essence of forest floor, violets and wild berries fill the senses as this expressive Pinot
Noir approaches the nose. Ethereal on the palate, while flavors of raspberry, boysenberry,
and red cherry mesh with hints of earth and exotic spices. Smoothly textured with
immaculate balance, and silky tannins carry the wine to a persistent finish.

Complex aromas of a delicate floral bouquet and rising bread dough fully engage the
nose, and the creamy mousse is Inviting. In the mouth, vivid flavors of stone fruit, apple
crisp, almond paste, toast, and figs mingle with dried herbs, a thread of minerality and
tingling acidity. Focused, dynamic, and multifaceted with a bright, lime-accented finish.

Food pairing: Caramelized onion tart | SRP: $52 | www.selbywinery.com

Food pairing: Honey glazed flounder | SRP: $70 | www.cattier.com

Rock Wall Wine Company | 2015 Monte Rosso Vineyard Zinfandel
Sonoma County, California

Champagne Ruinart | 2002 Dom Ruinart Brut Blanc de Blancs
Champagne, Francen

At first whiff you feel immersed in a bowl full of fresh berries. And yes, that juicy, jammy fruit
is mirrored on the palate! Wild blackberries, raspberry preserves, strawberries, olallieberries,
cacao nibs, and a wave of minerality converge in harmony, with a brisk spine of acidity
balancing the plush fruit; scrumptious.

Dried rose petal and fresh biscuity scents capture your undivided attention. Yeasty at first
sip, this gem broadens expansively on the palate with layers of flaky buttered croissants,
crisp apple, oyster shell salinity, lime zest, pear, ginger, roasted nuts and minerality. A
finely knit Champagne, that boasts a silky texture and bracing acidity. Extraordinary now,
and promises years of enjoyment ahead.

Food pairing: Chicken tortilla soup | SRP: $22 | www.rockwallwines.com
Leelanau Cellars | 2013 Baco Noir | Leelanau Peninsula, Michigan
Lively and stimulating out of the gate is this simply delightful Baco Noir (French-American
hybrid). There is a pleasing theme of earthiness here, linking with wild berries, purple plums,
eucalyptus, dried currants and savory pepper spice. Medium bodied and lithesome, it coats the
palate with yummy flavors that leave you more than satisfied.
Food pairing: Oxtail stew | SRP: $55 | www.leelanaucellars.com

Food pairing: Apple/butternut squash soup | SRP: $130 | www.ruinart.com
Domaine Jean-Marc Brocard | 2013 Chablis Premier Cru Butteaux
Burgundy, France
Here’s a remarkable Chablis displaying classic old world expression with earthy notes and
chalky salinity. Concentrated flavors of dried apricot, nectarine, citrus backed honeydew melon,
a touch of smoke, and minerality are supported by a zesty spine of acidity. Well structured,
vivacious and streamlined with impressive depth and length.
Food pairing: Parmesan perch filet | SRP: $32 | www.brocard.fr
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Domaine Laroche | 2012 Chablis Grand Cru Les Clos | Burgundy, France
Enticing flinty, floral aromas set the stage for this distinctive Chablis. Deep, powerful, and
complex as layers of stone fruit, Bosc pear, savory green olive, spicy oak nuances and wet
stone minerality unfold onto the palate. Nicely balanced and transparent, with herbal and
citrus notes shining through as it makes its way to a striking finish.
Food pairing: Ham and cheese strata | SRP: $59 | www.larochewines.com
Domaine Jean-Marc & Hugues Pavelot | 2014 Savigny-lès-Beaune Premier Cru
La Dominode | Côte de Beaune, Burgundy, France
Tightly wound, decant if you can’t manage waiting to pull the cork. With aeration, this ageworthy wine reveals aromas of violet candy and fresh earth. Red cherry, Mirabelle plum and red
currant fruits interlace with black licorice, spiced oak, and pleasing earthiness. Full bodied with
an exquisite mouthfeel and refined tannins.
Food pairing: Chicken breast with tarragon cream | SRP: $40 | www.domainepavelot.com
Domaine Drouhin-Laroze | 2013 Chambertin-Clos de Bèze Grand Cru
Côte de Nuits, Burgundy, France

Domaine Comte Senard | 2010 Corton Clos du Roi Grand Cru
Côte de Beaune, Burgundy, France
Earth driven aromas lift from the glass with this pristinely balanced, savory wine. Intricate
flavors of spiced berry compote, pomegranate, bright cherry, and anise join earthy, mushroom
elements on the palate. A complete package, with brilliant oak management (aged 18 months
in 60% new French barrels), a well-defined structure, deft balance and satin smooth tannins.
Ageworthy; and fit for a king, indeed!
Food pairing: Duck confit with truffle sauce | SRP: $86 | www.domainesenard.com
WALT Wines | 2014 “Rita’s Crown” Pinot Noir | Sta. Rita Hills, California
This stylish Pinot Noir opens with aromas of sweet cherries and earthiness. In the mouth, it
shows both power and finesse with layers of raspberry, Bing cherries, olallieberries, subtle
oak spice, minerally notes, tinges of mushroom and black licorice. A skillfully structured wine,
boasting supple tannins, purity of fruit, a racy level of acidity, and a long-lived aftertaste.
Food pairing: Rabbit loin with dried cherries | SRP: $75 | www.waltwines.com
Coppermine Winery | 2015 Cu Blanc | Sierra Foothills, California

Rich and intense with gorgeous concentration of dusty cherry and raspberry fruit entwining
with nutmeg, shaved truffles, minerality, forest floor elements and impeccably managed oak.
Well structured, with solid tannins in perfect balance with the dense fruit and ample
acids. A powerful, classy red Burgundy that I envision aging gracefully for many years to come.

This jazzy and well-integrated blend of 50% Sauvignon Blanc (aged in new French oak)
and 50% Semillon (aged in a concrete egg) steps out with a mouthwatering aroma.
A beautiful texture carries sizzling flavors of fresh melon, fig, tangy lime, and honeycomb
across the palate. Feisty and thirst quenching with a bright and lifted finish.

Food pairing: Beef Bourguignon | SRP: $90 | www.drouhin-laroze.com

Food pairing: Herbed chèvre in phyllo cups | SRP: $26 | www.copperminewinery.com

Domaine Michel Gros | 2013 Vosne Romanée Premier Cru Clos des Réas (Monopole)
Côte de Nuits, Burgundy, France

Lavender Ridge Vineyard | 2014 Cotes du Calaveras | Sierra Foothills, California

The captivating aromatic expression with black fruit and earthiness is blissful. On the
palate, the wine is deep and complex with black cherry, black currant and cranberry fruit
at the core, heightened by dried herbs, fresh tobacco, pink peppercorn spice, underbrush,
and a touch of vanilla. Engrossing now, yet cellarworthy; you will be rewarded with patience..

Here is a lush and juicy composition of 33% Syrah, 28% Mourvédre, 20% Grenache and
19% Petite Sirah. It delights the senses with aromas and flavors of fresh raspberries,
boysenberries, nutmeg, cloves, orange zest, and hints of star anise. Firmly structured,
well balanced, and the French oak aging contributes nice understated oak through the
last delicious sip.

Food pairing: Roast duck with cherry sauce | SRP: $105 | www.domaine-michel-gros.com

Food pairing: Sausage and spinach bow tie pasta | SRP: $24 | www.lavenderridgevineyard.com

Maison Louis Jadot | 2014 Pouilly-Fuissé; Maconnais | Burgundy, France

Husch Vineyards | 2014 Late Harvest Gewürztraminer
Anderson Valley, Mendocino County, California

Engaging aromas of just picked apples and minerally notes lead to a burst of bright flavors
on the palate. Crisp green apple, fresh squeezed grapefruit juice, almond palmier, wet stone
minerality and lemon pepper spice entwine, with a whisper of oak sitting commendably in the
background. Energetic and well balanced with a finish that is long and refreshing.
Food pairing: Sole Florentine | SRP: $26 | www.louisjadot.com
Domaine de La Pousse d’Or | 2015 Volnay Premier Cru Clos de La Bousse
d’Or (Monopole) | Côte de Beaune, Burgundy, France
Forest floor spices and dark fruit on the nose set the stage for a powerful wave of black cherries,
exotic tea spice, black licorice and minerally notes on the palate. Viscous, polished, and artfully
crafted with rich flavors complemented by lively acids and firm tannins. Aging on the lees in
30% new French oak adds further dimension. Exercise willpower, this wine is ageworthy.

The decadent aromas of raw honey, apricot nectar and citrus are heavenly. This wine is
broad and rich on the palate, with a wide brush stroke of acidity keeping it vibrant and
balanced. Candied orange peel, butterscotch and roasted nuts join caramel and apricot
preserves leaving a long-lasting impression.
Food pairing: Apricot pecan tart | SRP: $25 (375ml) | www.huschvineyards.com

About The Author

The scintillating fragrance takes my breath away, and this elegant red Burgundy equally delivers
on the palate. Intense and cohesive with raspberry, red cherry, pomegranate, earthy notes, and
hints of herbs and spice framed perfectly by firm tannins and balancing acidity. Approachable
now, and deserving of a spot in your cellar, too.

Ellen Landis, CS, CSW, is a published wine writer, certified sommelier,
wine educator and professional wine judge. She spent four years as
a sommelier at the Ritz Carlton and sixteen years as Wine Director/
Sommelier at the award winning boutique hotel she and her
husband built and operated in Half Moon Bay, CA. They recently sold
the hotel to devote more time to the world of wine. Ellen is
a moderator for highly acclaimed wine events, judges numerous
regional, national and international wine competitions each year, and
creates and executes wine seminars for individuals and corporations.
She has traveled extensively to wine regions around the globe.

Food pairing: Bacon stuffed mushrooms | SRP $48 | www.domaine-lejeune.fr

Contact Ellen at ellen@ellenonwine.com

Food pairing: Mushroom chowder | SRP: $75 | www.lapoussedor.fr
Domaine Lejeune | 2010 Corton Clos du Roi Grand Cru
Côte de Beaune, Burgundy, France
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AUSSIE WINE CLAIMS
MILLENNIAL PSYCHE

Hopes End is an Australian red blend wine
that exemplifies the skill of one of

by Jim Rink

FARMHOUSE INN HAS
WINEMAKER DINNERS

Australia’s oldest winemaking families, the
How does the poor, misunderstood

Angoves, who were among the free

millennial cope with the dashed hopes

settlers to South Australia in the 19th

they’ve faced since the Great Recession?

century. With hopes of finding a prosper-

Hopes End is a new wine launched in

ous life, instead they arrived in dismal Port

January that claims to tap into a psyche

Misery, South Australia. Dr. William T.

intrigued by the dark and mysterious, that

Angove, a young doctor, found his

craves escape from the mundane and

livelihood mixing elixirs, and soon, wine—

wants to live for today.

the perfect antidote to adversity.
Hopes End Red Blend is available on
shelves nationwide at a suggested retail
price of $11.99 and is available in 750ml
bottles. Hopes End is crafted with the 25
- to 35-year-old red blend wine drinker in
mind; consumers who are intrigued
by brands with dark, mysterious and
authentic stories.

STATES OF INTOXICATION

The Farmhouse Inn, Sonoma’s premier
boutique luxury hotel, has announced the
Icons of the Russian River Valley package,
offering locals and visitors alike a taste of
the best of Sonoma Wine Country. A new
wor ld cousin to France’s Burgundy ;
the Russian River Valley in Sonoma wine
country is home to some of the best
Pinot Noirs and Chardonnays in the
world. Collectors and fans of these
wines will not be disappointed — the

When Prohibition ended in 1933, the sale

winemakers have pulled out some of their

of alcoholic beverages resumed in the U.S.

favorite vintages from their cellars. The

but was subject to a patchwork of differing

Michelin starred Farmhouse chefs worked

regulations. Local options mean that some

closely with the winemakers to develop

counties remain dry. Some states regulate

menus to best showcase their wines. This

the alcoholic content of beer sold at super-

one-of-a-kind experience will be available

markets and gas stations. In a few states,

to guests of the hotel exclusively.

beer, wine and liquor may be sold practically anywhere. And in 17 states, liquor

“Icons of the Russian River Valley enables

wholesale supplies are controlled, and the

guests to experience Russian River Valley’s

majority of sales is through government

spectacular scenery, world-class wines and

or contracted outlets. These are usually

gastronomic delights,” said Catherine

called ABC stores, for alcoholic beverage

Bartolomei, owner and general manager of

control. The first ABC liquor stores opened

Farmhouse Inn. “We’re excited to partner

in Pennsylvania on this date in 1934. There

with some of the world’s premier Pinot Noir

are over 33,000 beer, wine and liquor stores

producers, and to offer our guests a truly

in the U.S. today, ABC stores included. The

exceptional weekend in wine country.”

$43 billion a year business employs around
158,000 people.
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Partnering with the Farmhouse Inn are
winemakers from Williams Selyem,
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elevations, with Dijon clone Chardonnay
vines and dry farming, the wine that we
c a n p r o d u c e h e r e i n Oregon is
a b s o l utely magical,” he stated. Not
satisfied with past achievements, the winery is preparing to break ground in early
2017 on a stand-alone, gravity-flow facility
near the existing winer y building,
exclusively dedicated to white and
sparkling wines.
Kistler, Kosta Browne, Merry Edwards and
Littorai – all world-renowned Pinot Noir
innovators. Each winery will host a dinner
on Friday night where they will share their
story, passions and wines with guests.
Each winery’s wines will be expertly paired
with Executive Chef Steve Litke’s Michelin
menu. Saturday afternoon the dinner
attendees will head out to the winery for
an experience created just for them. This
exclusive experience will not be available
to the public and is only available to
dinner attendees. Weekend dates and
dinner pricing are below.

OREGON CHARDONNAY
IS #1 WHITE WINE

The Evenstad’s commitment to Chardon-

The Wine Spectator magazine announced

unparalleled in the Pacific Northwest

today that Domaine Serene 2014

region. This most recent Top-2 recognition

Evenstad Reserve Chardonnay has been

for Evenstad Reserve Chardonnay makes it

ranked #2 Wine of the Year in their list of the

the Wine Spectator’s top-ranked white wine

Top 100 Wines of Year, making it their

of 2016, and only the fourth Chardonnay to

top-ranked white wine of 2016. Com-

be ranked #1 or # 2 from any global wine

menting on the announcement, winery

region since the magazine’s Top 100 list

owner and co-founder Grace Evenstad

was created in 1988.

nay appears to have paid off as evidenced
by a track record of critical acclaim

noted the progress Oregon has made
with Chardonnay since she established
Domaine Serene with her husband Ken
in 1989.
“Wine growers around the world work hard
every day to reach the highest potential for
their particular terroir and wine style,” she
said. “We are happy to see the quality of our
Evenstad Reserve Chardonnay recognized
by the Wine Spectator. It validates our
belief in Oregon as one of the ver y
best places on the planet for producing

The winemaker dinner and winery

world-class Chardonnay.”

experience will only be available to guests

Domaine Serene’s primary focus has

who reserve a room at the hotel. Guests
booking a room and dinner are offered the
second night at 50% off for those wanting
to make a weekend of it. Reservations for
rooms can be made by visiting the website
(www.farmhouseinn.com) or by calling the
hotel at 707-887-3300.

always been creating preeminent Pinot
Noir, but after coming to see the region’s
quality potential in their first Chardonnay
release of the 1997 vintage, the Evenstads
have continued to make substantial
investments in the varietal through the
years. Ken Evenstad attributes their
success to date to a combination of
factors. “On volcanic Jory soil, at high
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Our articles are fresh, creative and educational. We continually work with our writers to deliver articles that
educate our readers and keep them engaged in the wine industry. Issues include articles on…
			People, places, events and trends in the wine industry
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Contact AWS today to place your ad in Wine Journal.
David Falchek | 888.297.9070 | (fax) 570.344.4825 | executivedirector@americanwinesociety.org
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NEXT ISSUE OF
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Fall Bright
Finger Lakes NY

Join us in 2017 as we
go off the beaten path!

Winemaking Supplies
shop online & in store

www.fallbright.com
There are some new
faces emerging on
the East Coast
winemaking scene...

101winemaking.com

and they are female.

Marcy Mitchell

Read about in the next

Keuka Lake east side
Dundee, NY 14837
607-292-3995
winemaking@fallbright.com

issue of the Journal.
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WHO READS THE JOURNAL?
The Wine Journal reaches
a targeted market of
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of Wine Journal readers
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The American Wine Society

Wine Journal is the official
journal of the American Wine Society,
a non-profit educational organization
dedicated to the education of its
members and the general public
on all aspects of wine.
The Wine Journal is a quarterly
publication and is sent to all
AWS members, either
electronically or in print.
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